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Abstract
CuFeSe2 nanomaterial with high thermal conversion efficiency, well superparamagnetism, effective
x-ray attenuation ability,multifunctional groups and excellent biocompatibility is beneficial to the
construction ofmultimodal imaging probes which can combine various imagingmodes to provide a
synergistic advantage over a single imagingmode. This study aimed to develop a novelmultimodal
nanocontrast agent CuFeSe2@diethylenetriaminepentaacetic acid (DTPA)-Gd to obtain imaging
informationwith high specificity, high sensitivity and high contrast. Themorphology and physical
characteristics of CuFeSe2@DTPA-Gdwere detected by transmission electronmicroscope, scanning
electronmicroscope, x-ray single crystal diffraction, vibrating samplemagnetometer and fourier
transform infrared spectrometer. The toxicity of CuFeSe2@DTPA-Gd in vivowas evaluated by
hematoxylin-eosin staining. The imaging capability of CuFeSe2@DTPA-Gd in vitro and in vivowas
evaluated bymagnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and computed tomography (CT). This study
successfully prepared nanoparticles CuFeSe2@DTPA-Gd, and experimental results in this study
demonstratedCuFeSe2@DTPA-Gd is expected to be a useful CT andMRIT1-weighted imaging/T2-
weighted imaging three-modal contrast agent in clinic.

1. Introduction

Malignant tumors extremely endanger the health and quality of patients’ life.Meanwhile, patients’ death is
closely related to late diagnosis at an advanced stage and difficulty of treatment. So, early detection, diagnosis and
treatment are critical to the therapeutic schedule, prognosis of tumors and the quality of patients’ life [1–4].
Pathological examination is the gold standard for tumor diagnosis. As an invasive examinationmethod, its
procedures are difficult to follow and results are always influenced by the location of sampling. For these reasons,
it is restricted to the early diagnosis and detection of tumor progression. It’s still difficult for conventional
noninvasive imagingmethods that including ultrasound imaging,magnetic resonance imaging (MRI),
computed tomography (CT) imaging and radionuclide imaging, etc to detect tumors early andmake accurate
diagnosis of tumor location and classification [5–7].With the rapid development and continuous application of
nanotechnology andmolecular probes, imaging diagnosis is gradually deepened from traditional anatomical
imaging tomolecular imagingwhich is non-invasive, real-time, accurate, and highly specific because of detailed
information of cell andmolecule [8–10]. Not only advanced imaging equipment, novel and efficient imaging
probes are also factors that promote the development ofmolecular imaging. Currently, traditional non-specific
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contrast agents, nanoprobes andmolecular probeswith specificmolecular ligands are commonly used [11, 12].
Nanoparticles refer to a class ofmaterials with a one-dimensional space size<100 nm,which can be comparable
to the size of large biomolecules, such as enzymes, receptors, and antibodies, etc. In addition, They are able to
accumulate and remain stable in tumor tissues by the enhanced permeability-retention effect, nanoparticles is a
material with relatively larger ratio of superficial area to volumewhichmakes it have the ability to targetmultiple
binding sites by being loadedwith a variety of components [13–16]. This indicates that nanoparticles can
provide higher binding efficiency to target specific tumor sites.

By some operations such as surfacemodification and signal component assembly of nanomaterials, we can
get nanoprobes with imaging function. Common types of nanoprobes includeMRI, CT, radionuclide imaging,
optical imaging, and photoacoustic imaging probes, etc.However, the singlemodel imagingmethod has its own
advantages and limitations, here are some examples: optical imaging has the advantages of no radiation, real-
time imaging, short imaging time, etc, but also has disadvantages such as weak penetrating power, interference
of autofluorescence, etc; CThas strong penetration ability, high spatial resolution, short imaging time and other
advantages, but it has a certain radiation to the human body and its resolution to soft tissues is relatively low;
AlthoughMRI has the advantages ofmulti-directional,multi-sequence,multi-parameter imaging, high soft
tissue resolution, no radiation, etc, its sensitivity is relatively weak and imaging time is long; Radionuclide
imaging has high sensitivity and can provide functional information of tissues or organs, but its specificity is
insufficient, and theremay be some false positive and false negative results. If we can combine two or even
multiple imagingmethods to achievemultimodal imagingwhich can provide complementary information
amongmultiple imagingmethods and collaborative advantage, wemay obtain the highly specific functional
imaging information and high sensitivity, high contrast anatomical imaging information. The development of
multimodal probes that combine various imagingmodeswith their own imaging advantages whilemaintaining
their size advantages, well biocompatibility and targetingwill be one of themain challenges ofmultimodal
imaging [17]. Asmultimodal probes need relativelymore groups to realizemultimodal imaging, nanomaterials
with large surface areas are just such a good carrier to providemany binding sites [11, 18, 19]. As in the previous
research by Liang et alGd and gold nanoclusters were successfully coupled to form afluorescence-magnetic
resonance dual-modality imaging probe [20]. Of course, it will be of great significance for the development of
diagnostic and therapeuticmodalities if nanometer contrast agent that can integratemultimodal imaging and
have precise therapeutic capabilities can be synthesized for cancer theranostics [21].

Themultimodal nanometer contrast agent CuFeSe2 used in this study is a ternary sulfide nanomaterial. At
present,most of the studies onmagnetic trichalcogenides nanostructures have focused onCu-Fe-S andCu-CO-
S nanocrystals, with little attention paid toCu-Fe-Se nanostructures (such asCuFeSe2). CuFeSe2 nanocrystals
have high photothermal conversion efficiency (82%), superparamagnetic properties and effective x-ray
attenuation, as well as excellent water solubility, colloidal stability, biocompatibility andmultifunctional groups,
making them ideal nanoprobes formultimodal imaging and tumor photothermal therapy [22]. Currently,
CuFeSe2 ismainly prepared by hot solution injection, solvothermalmethod, pyrochemical process, etc, not only
the production process is complex, but also the products are easy to lose the advantages of small size and there
are problems of water solubility and biocompatibility [23, 24].

Therefore, this study environment friendly preparedCuFeSe2 coupledDTPA in thewater phase, and
obtainedmulti-functional nanometer contrast agent CuFeSe2@DTPA-Gdwhichwas designed specifically for
CT andMRI T1-weighted imaging (T1WI)/T2-weighted imaging (T2WI) three-mode imaging and be uniform
morphology, well solubility, high biocompatibility, and low toxicity.Meanwhile, its imaging capabilities in vitro
and in vivo, and toxicity in vivowere tested in this study.

2.Material andmethods

2.1.Materials and instruments
Seleniumpowder (Se), sodiumborohydride (NaBH4), Copper (II) chloride dihydrate (CuCl2·2H2O), Ferrous
sulfate heptahydrate (FeSO4·7H2O), DTPA,Gadolinium chloride hexahydrate (GdCl3·6H2O)were purchased
fromSigma-Aldrich (USA). Cell culturematerials were purchased fromBeyotime, Gibco andBiological
Industries.

The size andmorphology of the synthesizedCuFeSe2, CuFeSe2@DTPA andCuFeSe2@DTPA-Gdwere
characterized by transmission electronmicroscope (TEM) (JEM1200-EX, JEOL Ltd, Japan). The hydrodynamic
sizewas determined byDynamic Light Scattering Particle Sizing Analyzer (NanoBrook 90Plus Zeta, Brookhaven
Instruments Corporation, USA) at 25 °C.Themorphology and elemental composition of the nanoparticles were
analyzed by scanning electronmicroscope (SU8020,Hitachi, Japan). The surface functional groups of
nanoparticles were detected by infrared absorption spectra obtained by fourier transform infrared spectrometer
(Nicolet IS10, Thermofisher, America). The crystal structures of CuFeSe2, CuFeSe2@DTPA and
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CuFeSe2@DTPA-Gdwere determined by x-ray single crystal diffraction (XRD) (D8ADVANCE, Brucker,
Germany). The scanning conditionswere as follows: 2θ range 10°–90°, scanning rate 6°min−1, and scanning
step length 0.02.Magnetic properties of CuFeSe2 andCuFeSe2@DTPA-Gd solutions at 300 Kwere tested by
vibrating samplemagnetometer (VSM) (Versalab, QuantumDesign, USA), and themagnetization isothermwas
obtained.

2.2. Preparation ofCuFeSe2@DTPA-Gdnanocrystals
The preparation of CuFeSe2was based on themethods reported in the previous study [23], and
CuFeSe2@DTPA-Gd is prepared by themethod described below. 39.48 mg of Se powderwas dispersed in 100 ml
of ultrapurewater, and then 50 mg ofNaBH4was added to reduce it at ambient conditions with protection of
argon flow. After Se powderwas completely reduced, a 5 mlmixture of CuCl2·2H2O (42.62 mg), FeSO4·7H2O
(69.75 mg), andDTPA (200 mg)were added. After continued stirring overnight, CuFeSe2@DTPAwas obtained
by centrifugal separation, andwas placed in 20 ml ultrapurewater after washed three timeswith ultrapurewater
and anhydrous ethanol respectively. CuFeSe2@DTPA-Gd nanocrystals was obtained by centrifugation after
Gadolinium chloride hexahydrate (205.36 mg)was added and stirred for 24 h. Finally, washwith ultrapure
water for 3 times and store in purewater for later use.

2.3. Cell culture and cytotoxicity
Human breast cancerMCF-7 cells andHumannormal breast cellsMCF10Awere donated by theDepartment of
Oncology, AffiliatedHospital of SouthwestMedical University. Cells were cultured inDMEMsupplemented
with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) in a cell incubator with condition of 37 °C and 5%CO2 condition.

This study determined the cell survival rate by the standardMTT assay.MCF7 cells andMCF10A cells were
seeded at logarithmic phase to sterile 96-well cell culture plate at 3×103 cells per well, respectively. Next,
different concentrations of CuFeSe2@DTPA-Gd (150 ug ml−1, 30 ug ml−1, 6 ug ml−1, 1.2 ug ml−1 and 0.24
ug ml−1)were added to thewells. The cells were then incubated for 24 h in incubator with condition of 37°C and
5%CO2.

2.4. Toxicity in vivo
BABL/C femalemice (n=16)were divided into 4 groups and injectedwith 0.2 mlCuFeSe2@DTPA-Gd
(1.5 mg ml−1) through the tail vein. Themicewere sacrificed on the 1st, 3rd, 7th and 15th days respectively. The
main organs (heart, liver, spleen, lung and kidney)were taken and fixedwith 4% formalin. Then sliced and
stainedwith hematoxylin-eosin (HE) staining. Above organs of untreated BABL/C femalemicewere used as
controls (n=4).

2.5. CT andMRI imaging in vitro
VariousCuFeSe2@DTPA-Gd concentrations (0.1 mg ml−1, 0.2 mgml−1, 0.4 mgml−1, and 1.5 mg ml−1)were
used formeasurements of CT values on a 64 row128-slice spiral CT scanner (General Electric Company,USA)
with 80Kev tube voltages and 80 mA tube current. Each concentration is 2 ml, and 2 ml ultrapurewater was
used as the control.

Similarly, various CuFeSe2@DTPA-Gd concentrations (0.1 mg ml−1, 0.2 mgml−1, 0.4 mg ml−1,
1.5 mg ml−1)were used formeasurements on a 3 TMR scanner (Philips, Netherlands)with a small animal coils
at 25 °C. T1 relaxometrywasmeasuredwith a SE sequence with a TRof 8.3 ms, a TE of 4.5 ms. The acquired
images had a FOVof 160 mm×120 mm×30 mm, and a slice thickness of 0.7 mm. T2 relaxometrywas
performed using a SE sequence with a TRof 4000 ms and aTE of 128. Each concentration is 2 ml, and 2 ml
ultrapurewaterwas used as the control.

2.6.Multimodal imaging in vivo
The animal experiments of this studywere approved by Experimental Animal Ethics Committee of Southwest
Medical University. 1×106MCF-7 cells in 0.2 ml saline were subcutaneously injected into 6–8weeks female
BABL/Cmouse right leg root to getMCF-7 tumormodel used forMRI andCT imaging.When the tumor
volume reaches 100mm2, themodel was considered successful and in vivo imagingwas subsequently
performed.

For CT imaging, eachmousewas intratumorally injectedwith 0.2 ml 1.5 mgml−1 CuFeSe2@DTPA-Gd. CT
imagingwere performed on anesthetizedmice (Intraperitoneal injection of 1%pentobarbital sodium,
0.1–0.15 ml/permice) before and after injection of CuFeSe2@DTPA-Gdwith 80Kev tube voltage and 80 mA
tube current (n=4). The largest cross-section of the tumorwas selected from theCTworkstation, and the
region of interest was sketched in the tumor area.
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ForMRI imaging, eachmousewas intratumorally injectedwith 0.2 ml 1.5 mg ml−1 CuFeSe2@DTPA-Gd.
MRIT1WI andT2WI imagingwere performed on anesthetizedmice (Intraperitoneal injection of 1%
pentobarbital sodium, 0.1–0.15 ml permice) before and after injection of CuFeSe2@DTPA-Gd (n=4). T1
signal intensity wasmeasuredwith a SE sequence with a TRof 8.3 ms, a TE of 4.5 ms. The acquired images had a
FOVof 88 mm×88 mm×30 mm, and a slice thickness of 0.7 mm.T2 signal intensity was performed using a
SE sequence with a TRof 4000 ms and a TE of 128. The largest cross-section of the tumorwas selected from the
MRIworkstation, and the region of interest was sketched in the tumor area and the spinal erectormuscle area at
the same level. Tumor signal intensity before injection (SICpre), muscle signal intensity before contrast injection
(SIMpre), tumor signal intensity after injection (SICpost), muscle signal intensity after contrast injection
(SIMpost), and ratio of SIC to SIMwere generated.

In addition, IQon Spectral CT (Philips, Netherlands) andMAGNETOMPrismaMRI (Siemens, Germany)
coronal imagingwere performed on anotherMCF-7 tumormodelmouse (tumor located in the left thigh). The
tumormodeling process and imaging process are the same as described above. IQonCT imaging parameters
were as follows: tube voltage was 120KV, tube current was 265 mA, slice thickness was 0.8 mm. PrismaMRI
imaging parameters were as follows: T2Map valuewasmeasuredwith a TRof 1000.0 ms, a TE of 13.8 ms, a FOV
of 120 mm×120 mm×13 mm, and a slice thickness of 1 mm;T2*Map valuewasmeasuredwith a TRof
293.0 ms, a TE of 2.98 ms, a FOVof 120 mm×120 mm×13 mm, and a slice thickness of 1 mm.

2.7. Statistical analysis
The statistical analyses involved in this studywere processed by SPSS17.0 statistical software (International
BusinessMachines Corporation, America). SIC, SIC/SIM andCT values of tumor area before and after contrast
agent injectedwere expressed asmean±Std.Error (X̄±SE). The pared-samples T test was used to compare
the different SIC, SIC/SIM andCT values of the tumor area before and after CuFeSe2@DTPA-Gd injected. The
test levelα=0.05 (both sides), and P<0.05was considered statistically significant.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Characterization of CuFeSe2@DTPA-Gdnanocrystals
Nanoparticles are normally transferred from the blood to the reticuloendothelial system (RES) including the
liver and spleen, andmay lead to potential toxicity risk asmost nanoparticles will accumulate in RES organs [25].
The nanoparticles with smaller size aremore likely to pass through the glomerular filtrationmembrane and be
excreted, thereby reducing the uptake of the reticuloendothelial system. Themorphology and size of
nanoparticles synthesized in this studywere determined by TEM.The spherical nanoparticles
CuFeSe2@DTPA-Gdwith sizes of (2.47±0.67)nmwere observed and their particle sizes were relatively
uniform (figures 1(a)–(c)). TheTEM images of CuFeSe2 andCuFeSe2@DTPAwere shown in the supplementary
figure 1 (available online at stacks.iop.org/MRX/8/045001/mmedia). TheCuFeSe2@DTPA-Gd synthesized in
this studywas relatively small in size, which is beneficial to reduce the potential risk. The results of energy
spectrum analysis indicated that the CuFeSe2@DTPA-Gdnanometer contrast agent contains Cu, Fe, Se andGd
elements (supplementary figure 2(a)). The Infrared spectrum results of CuFeSe2@DTPA-Gdwere shown in
figure 1(d). The crystal structures of CuFeSe2 andCuFeSe2@DTPA-Gdwere further characterized byXRD, and
the obtained patternswere in complete agreementwith the tetragonal crystal shape (CuFeSe2, JCPDS no. 81-
1959) (figure 1(e)).

VSM is usually used to detect the entiremagnetization ofmagnetic nanoparticles. It can be observed through
themagnetization isotherm that CuFeSe2 andCuFeSe2@DTPA-Gd show good superparamagnetization under
the condition of K=300 and the externalmagnetic field strength is in the range of−30000∼30000 Oe
(figure 1(f)). Thewell superparamagnetization of CuFeSe2 andCufeSe2@DTPA-Gd also indicated theMRI
imaging potential of CuFeSe2@DTPA-Gdnano-contrast agent. And, it can be seen from supplementary figures
2(b)–(d) that the CuFeSe2@DTPA-Gd dispersed in differentmedia (H2Oand 10%FBS) and over different time
(0 h, 24 h and 48 h) showed similar hydrodynamic size. The above results demonstrated that
CuFeSe2@DTPA-Gd nanocrystals synthesized in this study could show excellent solubility and stability inH2O
or 10%FBS. In addition, although the hydrodynamic size of CuFeSe2@DTPA-Gd dispersed inwater was
measuered to be 285.44 nmwhichwas different from thatmeasured by TEM, it can be explained by different
procedures and principles ofDLS andTEMmethods.

3.2. Biocompatibility
The contrast agent used in clinic should first havewell biocompatibility [26]. In this study, the potential
cytotoxicity of CuFeSe2@DTPA-Gdwas first assessed by standardMTT assaywith human breast cancer cells
MCF7 and humannormal breast cellsMCF10A. As shown infigure 2, the survival rates ofMCF7 cells and
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MCF10A cells were over 80%after co-incubationwithCuFeSe2@DTPA-Gd (0–150 ug ml−1) for 24 h. This
demonstrated that the nanocrystals showno significant cytotoxicity toMCF7 cells andMCF10A cells.We
further tested the toxicity of CuFeSe2@DTPA-Gd in vivo and evaluated its biological application potential.
BABL/C femalemicewere sacrificed at different time periods after the CuFeSe2@DTPA-Gd injected into the
veins of themice and theirmain organs (heart, liver, spleen, lung and kidney)were taken forHE staining to
evaluate the toxicity of the nanocrystal in vivo. It can be observed that treatedmice did not show abnormal
mental state, diet, weight or death at 1, 5, 10 and 15 days after CuFeSe2@DTPA-Gd injection. In addition, theHE
staining results of the treatedmicewere not significantly different from that of normalmice in the control group,
and no tissue necrosis or inflammationwas observed (figure 3). These results clearly show that
CuFeSe2@DTPA-Gd is less toxic andwell biocompatible.

3.3. Imaging capability of CuFeSe2@DTPA-Gd in vitro
Then this study used 64 row128-slice spiral CT scanner and 3.0 TMRI imager to evaluate the imaging
performance of CuFeSe2@DTPA-Gd in vitro.

Figure 1. (a), (b)TEM images of CuFeSe2@DTPA-Gdnanocrystals, showing the average particle size of CuFeSe2@DTPA-GdNCswas
2.47±0.67 nm, (c) particle size distribution of CuFeSe2@DTPA-Gdnanocrystals, counted from182 nanocrystals shown in typical
TEM images, showing these nanoparticles werewith small size and their particle sizes were relatively uniform, (d) infrared spectrum
results of CuFeSe2@DTPA-Gd, showing surface functional groups of nanoparticles, (e)XRDpatterns of CuFeSe2, CuFeSe2@DTPA
andCuFeSe2@DTPA-Gd, (f)Magnetization curve of CuFeSe2 andCuFeSe2@DTPA-Gd, identifying the potential ofMRI imaging of
CuFeSe2@DTPA-Gdnano-contrast agent.
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As shown infigure 4(a) (i), with the increase of the contrast agent concentration, the CT image density of the
solution gradually increased, showing a linear relationship between the two (4b). As x-rays pass through
different tissues of the body, they attenuate to different degrees, which is the basis for image contrast. Non-
enhancedCT is only suitable for different tissues with great difference in density, such as bone and lung.When
theCT value between tumor and surrounding soft tissues is similar, it is difficult to form sufficient contrast on
the image, and it is easy tomiss. In order to solve these problems, various contrast agents have been developed to
selectively enhance the image contrast between the target soft tissue and the surrounding tissue to improve CT
sensitivity [27]. According to this law that theCT value of CuFeSe2@DTPA-Gd solution linear increased as the
concentration increases, this study found that CT value (7412Hu) of CuFeSe2@DTPA-Gd at 300 mgml−1 was
significantly higher than that (5100Hu) of a clinically commonly used iodine contrast agent (Iopromide),
indicating that CuFeSe2@DTPA-Gd can absorb x-raysmore effectively and can provide the clinically needed
contrast at relatively low concentrations, which can reduce the injection dose andmake it have greater potential
for clinical application [28, 29]. At the same time, the imaging time of smallmolecule iodide contrast agent is
short, the distribution in the body is non-specific, the osmotic pressure and/or viscosity is high, and the dosage
is large, thesemay cause a strong contrast agent reaction and endanger the patient’s life. Comparedwith
traditional small-molecule contrast agents, nanoparticles have longer blood circulation time, lower renal
clearance rate and capillary leakage rate, and can be passively accumulated in tumor sites through the high
permeability and retention of solid tumors [30].

Figure 2.Relative cell viabilities ofMCF-7 cells andMCF-10A cells after incubationwith various concentrations of CuFeSe2@DTPA-
Gd for 24 h in vitro.

Figure 3.H&E stained images ofmajor organs collected from female BALB/cmice treatedwithCuFeSe2@DTPA-Gd, showing no
obvious tissue necrosis or inflammation.
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Similarly, theMRI imagings of CuFeSe2@DTPA-Gdnanocrystals solutions in vitrowith various
concentration showed thatwith the increase of solution concentration, the T1WI signal gradually increased
mainly due to the effect of Gd on shortening T1 relaxation time, and at the same time the T2WI signal gradually
decreased to disappearmainly due to the ability of CuFeSe2 to shorten transverse relaxation time (figure 4(a) (ii),
(iii)). These results confirmed that CuFeSe2@DTPA-Gd can change the relaxation rate of water particles in
tissues, thus improving the imaging contrast between different tissues. The above imaging results in vitro
indicated that the preparedCuFeSe2@DTPA-Gd nano-contrast agent has excellentMRI T1WI/T2WI andCT
imaging performance in vitro. The study by Jiang et al had shown that CuFeSe2, which has a high x-ray
attenuation coefficient and superparamagnetism, is an excellent CT/MRIT2WI imaging nano-contrast agent,
but lacks T1 imaging capabilities [23]. Although ability of T1WI to detect lesions is not as good as T2WI, it has a
relatively high tissue resolution. Therefore, the combination ofMRIT1WI andT2WI is conducive to further
improve the accuracy of disease diagnosis. ComparedwithCuFeSe2, CuFeSe2@DTPA-Gdhas the additional
ability of T1WI imaging, whichmakes up for the limitations of CT imaging and single T2WI imaging, and
further enriches its imaging performance.Magnevist, a commonly usedT1-enhanced contrast agent in clinical
practice, is the complex ofGd3+ andDTPA,which can shorten T1 relaxation time. As awidely usedMRI
contrast agent, Gd-DTPAhas excellent characteristics such as thermodynamic stabilities, kinetic inertnesses,
high relaxivities, etc and is usually used to enhance theMRIT1WI signal, especially suitable for tumorMRI
enhanced imaging. In this study, by being coupledwithCuFeSe2, Gd-DTPAobtained the additional ability to
enhance the contrast between tumor and surrounding tissue inMRIT2WI andCT imaging, which is of great
significance for early detection of tumor, determination of tumor scope and the determination of therapeutic
schedule.

3.4.Multimodal imaging capability in vivo
In view of the it’s excellentMRI andCT imaging performance in vitro, this study then usedmice bearing tumors
to evaluate theCT andMRI imaging performance of theCuFeSe2@DTPA-Gd in vivo. CT images ofmice bearing
tumorwere obtained before and after CuFeSe2@DTPA-Gd (1.5 mgml−1) intratumorally injected into the
tumor. It can be observed that after the injection of the nanoparticle contrast agent, the tumor area’s density was
increased compared to that obtained before the injection, and the difference ofmeanCT value of the tumor area
before and after the injection of CuFeSe2@DTPA-Gdwas statistically significant (P=0.000) (figure 5 and
table 1). This result demonstrated the potential of CuFeSe2@DTPA-Gd inCT imaging. Another group ofmice
were imaged before and after injection of CuFeSe2@DTPA-Gd into the tumorwith a 3.0TMRI scanner, and
correspondingMRI images were obtained (figure 5(a)). The results showed that the T1WI signal was increased
and theT2WI signal was decreased after the injection of CuFeSe2@DTPA-Gd, andT1WI SICpost/SIMpost was
also larger than SICpre/SIMpre (figure 5 and table 1). The differences between the above parameters were
statistically significant. This indicated that the nanoparticle CuFeSe2@DTPA-Gd synthesized in this study can
also effectively shorten the longitudinal and transverse relaxation time ofwater particles to achieveMRI T1WI/
T2WI dualmodal imaging. The above imaging results of CT,MRI in vitro and in vivo indicated that
CuFeSe2@DTPA-Gd has a promising prospect inCT andMRI T1WI/T2WI three-modal imaging.

After reconstructing the original images obtained by IQonCTbefore and after enhancement into70Kev
virtualmonochromatic images, it can be observed that the average CT value of the tumor site after enhancement
has changed from35.7HU to 84.7HU (supplementary figure 3(a)).

Figure 4. (a) (i)CTand (ii)T1WI/(iii)T2WIMRI images, (b)CTvalue andT1WI/T2WI SI of CuFeSe2@DTPA-Gdwith various
concentrations in vitro.
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For T2Map imaging, the average T2Map value of the tumor site changed from152.67 to 44.91 after
enhancement. Similarily, after enhancement, the average T2*map value of the tumor site changed from23.25 to
3.75 (supplementary figures 3(b) and (c)).

4. Conclusion

In summary, nano-contrast agent CuFeSe2@DTPA-Gdwith uniformparticle size, good stability, well
biocompatibility andmulti-functional groupswas successfully prepared by simple one-potmethod in this
study. In vitro and in vivo studies confirmed that the preparedCuFeSe2@DTPA-Gd possessed desiredCT and
MRIT1WI/T2WI three-mode imaging properties. In addition, CuFeSe2, as a nanoscale ternary chalcogenides,
has high photothermal conversion efficiency and can show an excellent effect on photothermal therapy of
cancer. As amultimodal contrast agent, CuFeSe2@DTPA-Gd has a great potential to combine imaging and
treatment to realize cancer theranostics. FurtherMRI/CT imaging-guided photothermal cancer therapy studies
of CuFeSe2@DTPA-Gd in vivo are currently underway in our group andwill be reported in due course.

Figure 5. (a) (i)CTand (ii)T1WI/(iii)T2WIMRI images, showing the tumor site (yellow circle) in CT andT1WI images became
brighter and in T2WI image became darker after the injection of CuFeSe2@DTPA-Gd, (b)CTvalue andT1WI/T2WI SI in vivo.

Table 1.MRI signal intensity andCTvalue of tumor obtained pre- and post-intratumoral injection of CuFeSe2@DTPA-Gd.

Group T1WI SIC T1WI SIC/SIM T2WI SIC T2WI SIC/SIM CTValue (HU)

Pre-injection (n=4) 1054.41±16.75 0.91±0.01 1782.50±50.40 8.45±0.37 44.83±0.73
Post-injection (n=4) 1434.67 ±11.63 1.27±0.02 1277.16±24.81 6.01±0.28 63.36±0.86
P value 0.001 0.000 0.006 0.003 0.000

*P value<0.05 is statistically significant.
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